Press Release

New logistic centre taken into operation as planned
-

Construction project completed according to plan
Multi-month ramp-up phase started successfully
Collective agreement for the logistic sector signed by GERRY WEBER and the IG
Metall metal workers union:
300 jobs at the new logistic centre benefit from collectively agreed terms

(Halle/Westphalia, 16 December 2015) The new GERRY WEBER logistic centre was
yesterday taken into operation as planned after a construction phase of only 20 months.
This marks the start of a six-month ramp-up phase during which the capacities of the new
logistic centre will successively be increased. More functions will be added in the coming
months to further optimise the individual logistic processes. As of summer 2016, the centre
will operate under full load and handle up to 30 million items per year. The capacity may be
increased to up to 37 million items per year if required.
Says Dr. David Frink, Managing Board member of GERRY WEBER International AG in
charge of logistics: “The new logistic centre replaces our currently decentralised logistic
structures in Ibbenbüren, Osnabrück, Brockhagen and Dortmund and pools them in a single
location. The hanging and folded merchandise currently still stored in separate warehouses
and at different logistic partners will successively be transferred to the new logistic centre in
the coming months.
We can now simplify shipments to customers and individual stores and have better control
over the flow of merchandise, allowing us to optimise the timing of our processes, which is a
key advantage. Centralisation in a single warehouse also allows us to respond more
effectively to short-term trends and get our merchandise to the stores even more quickly.“
GERRY WEBER currently uses seven logistic warehouses for all its brands including
HALLHUBER. HALLHUBER will be integrated into the logistic system of the GERRY
WEBER Group as of summer 2016, following the integration of all GERRY WEBER brands
in the new logistic centre.

With about EUR 90 million invested in the building and the technical equipment, the new
logistic centre of GERRY WEBER International AG at the new Ravenna Park business site
is the single most important investment in the history of the international fashion and
lifestyle company. The official inauguration ceremony will be held in spring 2016.
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Says Jürgen Dietsch, manager of the construction project: “I would like to thank all firms
and service providers who did everything to ensure that this large-scale project was
completed during such a short construction time of only 20 months. We also worked hand in
hand with all the trades involved, which allowed decisions to be implemented at very short
notice. All logistic companies involved worked hard and under difficult conditions to ensure
that the centre could be taken into operation as planned.”
The digging of the first spade and the laying of the foundation stone on 28 April 2014
marked the start of the on-site work for this large-scale project. Work on the building shell
started in September 2014, with the topping out ceremony celebrated on 19 February 2015.
The first logistic fittings were installed already in March 2015. The test phase was initiated
already in summer 2015 when the initial IT tests were conducted. The first tests of the
conveyor equipment followed in October 2015.
The 36 hectare site of the newly developed Ravenna Park industrial site, which
accommodates both the new logistic centre of the GERRY WEBER Group and the new
GERRY WEBER outlet centre, will be directly linked to the A33 motorway, which is at the
final stage of construction (presumably late 2019). This will connect the new logistic centre
not only to the cities of Bielefeld and Osnabrück but also to the important north-south and
east-west axes of the A1 and A2 motorways.
“The addition of the new logistic centre will secure the Group’s headquarters in
Halle/Westphalia in the long term and help create new jobs in the region,” Dr. David Frink
added.

GERRY WEBER and IG Metall sign collective agreement for the logistic sector
GERRY WEBER and IG Metall, the trade union representing textile industry workers, have
signed a collective agreement for the logistic centre and agreed a supplement to the
existing collective wage and salary framework agreement. The terms and conditions will
apply to all industrial employees subject to collective bargaining. GERRY WEBER
International AG will create 300 new jobs at the new logistic centre in Halle/Westphalia.
Says Manfred Menningen, IG Metall Board member: “IG Metall is pleased to see that
GERRY WEBER will again organise and handle its logistics itself in the form of the central
warehouse. The increased value added will make the company fitter for the future. We at IG
Metall are convinced that outsourcing of work and services often entails coordination and
quality problems. Moreover, the company will create new jobs in the region which benefit
from collectively agreed terms and conditions. This means peace of mind for the workers.”
Dr. David Frink, Director of Labour Relations and Board member in charge of human
resources, adds: “The talks with IG Metall were very results-oriented from the beginning and
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we are happy that roughly 300 jobs at the new logistic centre will benefit from collectively
agreed terms from day one.” The agreement was signed in July 2015.

Please do not hesitate to contact us for further information.
Corporate Communications press contact
Catharina Berndt
Tel: +49 (0)5201 185 320
Email: c.berndt@gerryweber.com
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Press Release / Facts & Figures

GERRY WEBER Logistic Centre at Ravenna Park
Total size:

approx. 145,000 square metres, thereof:
logistic centre 111,000 square metres and
outlet centre 34,000 square metres

Logistic centre:

approx. 30,000 square metres built-up site,
approx. 76,000 m² useful area (i.e. warehouse and functional
areas)

Building dimensions:

240 x 140 x 25-35 (length x width x height in metres)

Logotype:

27 x 3.5 (length x height in metres)

Storage capacity:

5.6 million items

System output:

up to 37 million items per year

Incoming/outgoing goods:

36 gates

Construction time:

total: 20 months
digging of first spade: April 2014
start of building shell: September 2014
topping-out ceremony: February 2015

Completion:

taken into operation as planned in mid-December 2015
start of the multi-month ramp-up phase

Total investment:

EUR 90 million for logistics, technology and building

Special technical features:

Folded merchandise:

2 x 1,350 cartons/hour = 2,700 cartons/hour

Hanging merchandise:

2 x 5,000 items/hour = 10,000 items/hour

Storage capacity:
High-bay warehouse
for folded merchandise:

120,000 storage positions, approx. 3.5 million items
11 aisles, 32 levels, 352 shuttle vehicles
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High-bay warehouse
for hanging merchandise:

approx. 2 million items, 16 aisles

Pallet warehouse:

approx. 2,800 storage positions

Carton flow shelving:

approx. 1,500 storage positions

Shelf storage system:

approx. 13,000 storage positions

Carton erectors:

3 machines for 1,500 cartons per hour

Carton closers:

3 machines for 1,200 cartons per hour

Folded merchandise conveyor:

7 km

Hanging merchandise conveyor:

11 km

Partners and building contractors
Pierau Planung, Hamburg, assisted the project management team of GERRY WEBER
International AG in the logistic planning process. Architects agn from Ibbenbüren supported
the general planning of the construction project.
In addition, the following firms and service providers were involved in the construction
project:
Building contractors:
B. Kuhr, Hilter (heating systems), Bender, Nordhorn (rain and emergency drainage
systems), Bosch und G. Klampfer, Düsseldorf and A-Leonding (electrical installation
high-voltage/low-voltage current), Bremer Bau, Paderborn (building shell works), Dachbau
Neumann, Bad Essen (roof sealing), Dexion, Laubach (office cubicles), Dralle, Bielefeld
(elevator system), Geopier, Bebra (ground improvement), Hambrink-Grabke, Gütersloh
(painting work), Hammersen, Osnabrück (roof and facade), Hoffrogge Schape (drywall
installation), Hörmann, Steinhagen (loading units), Hussemann, Gütersloh (mediumvoltage systems), IBW, Waldeck (constructional steelwork), LTA Gronau-Epe (ventilation
and cooling systems, building automation and instrumentation and control technology),
Minimax, Hemmingen (fire extinguishing systems and sprinklers), R. Kuhr, Papenburg
(sanitary fittings and air compressor), Schlarmann Holdorf (tiles and floor work),
Schönhoff Glandorf-Schwege (gardening and planting), Telemann Hamburg (BOS fire
brigade radio system), Wagemann, Halle/Westphalia (outdoor areas, ground preparation
and preparatory earthworks), Wurst, Bersenbrück (constructional steelwork)
Technical logistics:
Bedo, Lübeck (carton handling machines), Dürkopp, Bielefeld (conveyor technology for
hanging merchandise), Grumbach, Harsewinkel (recycling and waste management),
Inconso, Bad Nauheim (IT warehouse management), Indupress, Hösbach (steam
generators and tunnel finishers), Knapp, Graz/Austria (shuttle warehouse and carton
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conveyor technology), psb, Pirmasens (high-bay warehouse for hanging merchandise), SSI
Schäfer, Neunkirchen (shelves and ramps), Polypack, Leopoldshöhe (bagging machines),
Veit, Landsberg (textile finishing)
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